Attendees

Attendance was very limited due to unforeseen circumstances – meeting consisted of updates from attendees and all agenda items were postponed to August meeting.

1:00 – 1:30
EO Directive 5a Public Outreach Update/Review of Comments – Michael/Jessica
Postponed

1:30 – 1:45
Transit Tool Update – Andrew
Postponed

1:45 – 2:15
Review and Update of ZEVIWG Work Plan – Jessica

2:15 – 2:45
Developing Presentation for ZEVIWG Activities - Jessica

2:45 – 2:55
EV Website Recommendations and Updates – Jessica

2:55 – 3:00
Next Steps
  • Next Meeting – August 10 1:00 – 3:00 PSOB Conf. Room 1E
  • Action Items for Next Meeting